西风轻舟短棹，西湖好。
绿水逶迤，芳草长堤，隐隐笙歌处处随。
无风水面琉璃滑，不觉船移。涟漪惊不起，沙禽掠岸飞。
Qinghe Lane was built in the Song Dynasty and bloomed in the Qing Dynasty. Many existing antique buildings here were built during the blooming period from late Ming Dynasty to early Qing Dynasty.
胡庆余堂  Hu Qing Yu Tang
状元楼  Champion House
方回春堂  Fang Hui Chun Tang
Schedule of Jan. 9th:

Stage 1:
From: Yuquan Hotel (09:00)
To: Xixi Westland
Return time: 11:30
Return to: Yuquan campus

Stage 2:
From: Yuquan Hotel (13:30)
To: West Lake
Transportation time: 16:30
To: Qinghe Lane

Stage 3:
Qinghe Lane: Free time
忆江南
最忆是杭州
山寺月中寻桂子
郡亭枕上看潮头
何日更重游
何日更重游